Welcome Back Tom!

Great start on the Time Management Channel last visit.

Acquire Knowledge with Percipio™

Resume Learning
Quickly resume learning from past visits. Your most recent content will display first.
Today’s learner demands the kind of experience at work that they have become accustomed to from consumer brands like Google, Amazon, and Netflix. Our solution is Percipio, a beautiful immersive learning platform.

Learners can make the most of their precious time and create lasting change inside organizations using Percipio. Learners can take advantage of pre-curated channels, micro-learning courses, and choice of where, when, and how to learn in a modern user-centered learning experience. Administrators are able to create and assign learning paths, visually monitor progress using charts and graphs, and link learning to business objectives and quantify program value.

Percipio is powered by Skillsoft, the leader in corporate eLearning, the only provider that delivers a truly immersive learning experience and a multi modal content library of courseware, videos, and books.

“The major difference for me is search. By using Elastic search, Percipio provides the kind of experience that the market leading consumer websites provide. In addition, the auto-complete search options made it easy to see other popular search terms to check out.”

Helen Sussex, FLPI, Director, Global Learning Design and Creation, Culture and Experience, CoE | CGI
The curated learning paths will help my learners self-direct their learning, which is part of the cultural change we are trying to build inside our organization, and will also help the curators more easily assign learning to fill key skill gaps. This will save us time and talent curating internally in the organization. Also, this helps ensure that our people are following best of breed learning paths.

Laura Garza, Executive Director of Human Resources and Talent Development, Praxair
Traditionally, Skillsoft has been focused on content, but we recognize that the learning experience is just as important as the content. For that reason, we decided to build a world class immersive learning experience, not just content delivery. The launch of Percipio delivers a state-of-the-art learning platform—with the market leading content—which will drive learning, inspire users and deliver measurable impact to the organization. The reaction from our clients has been overwhelmingly positive and we see this a huge endorsement of our vision of beautiful technology and engaging content.

Bill Donoghue, Executive Chairman of Skillsoft
Key Benefits of Percipio

ACCELERATE LEARNING AND INCREASE UTILIZATION
Engage learners with a consumer-like experience, micro learning (3-5 minute videos) to fit into busy schedules, and a mobile app so learning can happen anywhere, anytime, and on any device.

SATISFY MULTIPLE LEARNING MODALITIES
Allow learners to choose how they want to learn with videos to watch, books or summaries to read, and audiobooks to listen.

INCREASE LEARNER ENGAGEMENT
Use an eLearning platform modeled after the consumer web experiences learners have come to expect with a simple interface, personalized learning playlists, and one-click access to content.

CLOSE CRITICAL SKILL GAPS
Experience 450 pre-curated learning paths (or channels) mapped to the competencies that matter the most to leading global companies, and assign learning paths to specific groups/audiences.

DEMONSTRATE LEARNING IMPACT
Show how learning activity supports key business objectives, and quantify program value with out-of-the-box reporting using charts and graphs.

FIND RESOURCES QUICKLY
Take advantage of elastic search, used by Facebook, Netflix, and eBay to quickly find micro-learning videos, courses, channels, and books.

DEPLOY AND MANAGE EASILY
Utilize a cloud-based application that is continuously updated.
Features & Functionality

**MODERN, SIMPLE, AND INTUITIVE DESIGN**

**Learner-centered design:** Enable learners to discover and consume content, and self-direct their learning

**Personalized experience:** Provide learners with a personalized homepage, the ability to resume content, create playlists, and receive assignments. Additionally, onboarding will further personalize the experience by generating recommendations based on learner interests.

**Micro-learning and competency building:** Focus on targeted learning needs with short videos (3 to 5 minutes) and 450 channels (learning paths) that help learners build competencies/skills

**Enhanced content discovery:** Allow learners to find exactly what they need, when they need it, using the same search engine that Facebook, Netflix, and Ebay employ, and through the course structure where the learner will see related content.

**Self-selected playlists:** Add any type of content to a personal playlist to access at another time on your personalized home page.

**CURATED LEARNING PATHS & COMPETENCIES**

**Curated learning paths (channels):** Provide engaging content for users to discover, access, and apply knowledge from over 450 channels. These channels have been developed by curating over 50,000 competencies that have been mapped out by experts and aligned to various competencies and skills valued by leading organizations.

**Continuously updated content:** Maintain content easily using learning paths (channels) that get updated and expanded over time.
DATA VISUALIZATION AND IMPACT REPORTING

Learning activity visualizations: Track learning activity and assignments completed using dashboards, charts, and graphs to make it easy for admins to spot trends and monitor progress.

Business objectives reporting: Link assigned learning to specific business objectives and generate reports that clearly tie learning activity to business objectives.

Program value reporting: Quantify learning activity into value delivered to your organization.

MULTIMODAL AND FLEXIBLE

Multi-modal learning: Enable users to choose content types to support various learning styles and provide the ability to watch, read, or listen on desktop, tablet or mobile devices.

Consumption choice: Choose when, where, and how to learn with cloud-based content that is mobile friendly, and lets you modify pace by pausing and resuming lessons.